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CPD MASTERCLASS SEMINARS OPEN TO QUALIFIED HOMEOPATHS AND STUDENTS

Dr Julie Geraghty
7-8 September 2019

Earth, Fire, Water, Stone
Julie Geraghty will present highlights from the past 18 months of prescribing
some interesting new remedies from across the Materia Medica. Cases will
include Gemstones, Imponderables, Matridonals, as well as lesser known
remedies from the animal and plant kingdoms. We will study the Imponderables
Sol, Ignis and Luna in more depth, as well as focusing on Carnivorous Plants.
Julie will emphasise case-taking and case analysis techniques and repertory
skills that can help us to find a remedy that we have never prescribed
before.She will differentiate kingdom and family themes, and bring out the
essence of each individual remedy.

Dr Jonathan Hardy
9-10 November 2019

Fish and Related Remedies
In this seminar we will study a fascinating group of remedies.
Fish people are fun.
The patients have the joy and free-spirited feeling of Birds but with less of the
heavy sense of responsibility. They can also be like Butterflies: they don’t really
want to be in this world and can float off into a dreamy almost Drug-like state.
We will study the themes and sensation of the group and see video cases of five
or six different Fish remedies and study the materia medica and provings of
these. Then we will see a number of cases of remedies from the similar remedy
groups and make a comparison.

Geoff Johnson
15-16 February 2020

Saturday - Sea Creatures and their themes
All remedies deriving from sea animals share similar themes and words.
They are further sub-divided by their family traits. Illustrated by cured cases
we will explore the world of the cetaceans, crustaceans, corals, fish and
molluscs.

Sunday - Safe or Vulnerable
Many patients present with the sensation of vulnerable, no boundaries,
naked and unprotected, or the compensation of strong, safe, guarded and
protector . A number of remedies and remedy families share these themes
and making the differentiation can be difficult. We will explore this state
through cured cases.

Dr Elizabeth Thompson
25-26 April 2020

'Making sense of the Yakir Plant Family Structure in Chronic Pain and
Cancer'
Dr Thompson qualified as a Consultant in Palliative Care in 2000 and in the
same year took up a position as Consultant Homeopathic Physician in Bristol.
She has built up experience in supporting patients with a range of complex
conditions including cancer and her PHD focused on the use of homeopathy
for conventional treatment side effects in the person living with cancer. She
will present cases inspired by learning from a range of homeopathic experts
and will focus on the new work of Yakir which is illuminating her clinical
practice.

Venue:
NHS Centre for Integrative Care
Gartnavel Hospital Complex
1053 Great Western Road
Glasgow
G12 0YN
Time: 10 - 4.30 pm
Cost: £120 for the week-end (includes lunch)
Bookings/Payments: Please contact our Academic Administrator via email
education@ncim.org.uk / BACS payment or card payment over the phone
Discounts:
£200 to book 2 Masterclasses
£300 to book 3 Masterclasses
£400 to book 4 Masterclasses
Please contact our Administrator for student discounts.

